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Editor’s Letter

MicroStrategy’s CEO Michael Saylor is uber bullish on Bitcoin. The business intelligence firm announced on
February 24 that it had bought $1 billion worth of Bitcoin at an average price of $52,765. That was followed by
another small purchase of $15 million at an average price of $45,710. With this, the company’s total Bitcoin haul has
risen to 90,859 Bitcoin. The average acquisition cost of the total holding is $24,063 per Bitcoin.
Another bullish news was that Goldman Sachs plans to restart its cryptocurrency trading desk from next week.
Goldman plans to deal in Bitcoin futures and non-deliverable forwards for its clients. This is likely to attract large
investors, limiting the downside in Bitcoin.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE
A BREAKTHROUGH IN THE WORLD OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
TRADING PLATFORMS
&
BITCOIN VS GOLD THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION: ZETA HEDGED
COIN?
Bitcoin dropped to £31,005 on February 28 as we had anticipated in our previous analysis. The rebound off the
strong support has also been according to our expectation.
The bulls will now try to push the price above £36,759.61. If they succeed, the BTC/GBP pair could start its journey towards the all-time high at £41,795. A breakout of this resistance could start the next leg of the up-move
towards £50,000.
However, the flat moving averages and the RSI just above the midpoint suggest a few days of range-bound
action. While the support is defined, the pair is yet to confirm the resistance level.
If the pair forms a range, traders may wait for the price to dip to £31,000 before buying. The stop-loss for this
trade could be kept just below the 50-day SMA because a break below this support will indicate a possible
change in trend.
If the 50-day SMA breaks down, the decline could extend to £27,733.84 and
then to £21,000.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the
cryptocurrency world.

Karnav Shah
Chief Editor



Enjoy the issue!
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
-QoinIQ
-Zeta Hedged Coin
-Bityard
-AtromG8

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
A BREAKTHROUGH IN THE WORLD OF
CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING
PLATFORMS
BITCOIN VS GOLD THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION: ZETA HEDGED COIN?

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, crypto traders welcome to this week’s 171st edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall
Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $1.49 Trillion. We have seen a $10 Billion decrease in the
Market Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $49,200 from $$49,900 since
last week and has decreased by 1.4% and Ether price is now at $1,570 from $1,600 since last week
and has decreased by 1.88%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $915 Billion, and for Altcoins,
the current market cap is $575 Billion.

MicroStrategy’s CEO Michael Saylor is uber bullish
on Bitcoin. The business intelligence firm announced
on February 24 that it had bought $1 billion worth
of Bitcoin at an average price of $52,765. That was
followed by another small purchase of $15 million
at an average price of $45,710. With this, the company’s total Bitcoin haul has risen to 90,859 Bitcoin.
The average acquisition cost of the total holding is
$24,063 per Bitcoin.
Another bullish news was that Goldman Sachs
plans to restart its cryptocurrency trading desk from
next week. Goldman plans to deal in Bitcoin futures
and non-deliverable forwards for its clients. This is
likely to attract large investors, limiting the downside in Bitcoin.
The bull run has also attracted the Chicago Board
Options Exchange, or CBOE, which plans to reenter the crypto business. The CBOE has sought
permission from the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission to list a Bitcoin exchange-traded fund
proposed by asset manager, Van Eck.
With the flurry of activity and the arrival of large
companies like Tesla and Paypal, Citi bank analysts believe that Bitcoin could one day “become
the currency of choice for international trade.” The
bank’s analysts believe Bitcoin is at a “tipping point
of mainstream acceptance or a speculative implosion.”
Cryptonaire Weekly | March 2nd 2021
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Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

61.10%

Ethereum

11.89%

Cardano

2.61%

Binance Coin

2.57%

Tether

2.37%

Polkadot

2.19%

XRP

1.33%

Chainlink

0.80%

Litecoin

0.77%

Stellar

0.63%

Others

13.74%
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin dropped to £31,005 on February 28 as we had anticipated in our previous analysis. The
rebound off the strong support has also been according to our expectation.
The bulls will now try to push the price above £36,759.61. If they succeed, the BTC/GBP pair could
start its journey towards the all-time high at £41,795. A breakout of this resistance could start the
next leg of the up-move towards £50,000.
However, the flat moving averages and the RSI just above the midpoint suggest a few days of rangebound action. While the support is defined, the pair is yet to confirm the resistance level.
If the pair forms a range, traders may wait for the price to dip to £31,000 before buying. The stoploss for this trade could be kept just below the 50-day SMA because a break below this support will
indicate a possible change in trend.
If the 50-day SMA breaks down, the decline could extend to £27,733.84 and then to £21,000.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Ether dropped to £932.54 on February 28, very close to our expected level of £900, as mentioned
in the previous analysis. The long tail on the day’s candlestick suggests traders bought the dip
aggressively.
The bulls are currently attempting to propel the price above the moving averages. If they can push
and sustain the price above the 20-day EMA, it will suggest the short-term decline may be over.
The bears may again mount a stiff resistance near £1,214, but if the bulls can clear this hurdle, the
ETH/GBP pair may start its journey towards the all-time high at £1,456.18.
However, the flat moving averages and the RSI just below the midpoint suggest a balance between
supply and demand. If the price turns down from the current levels or £1,214, the pair may remain
range-bound for a few days.
The pair will get ready for a deeper decline if the bears can sink the price below the £900 support.
Although a relief rally is possible, we do not find any reliable buy setups, hence we are not suggesting a trade in it.
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP dropped to £0.252, just below the £0.27916 support as suggested in our previous analysis.
The price has since then been trading between both the moving averages that have flattened out.
The RSI just below the 50 level also does not suggest an advantage either to the bulls or the bears.
This could keep the XRP/GBP pair range-bound between £0.27916 and £0.355 for a few more days.
A breakout of this range could open the doors for a rally to £0.48718 while a break and close below
£0.25 could start a deeper correction.
The altcoin has been a huge underperformer during the current bull run, therefore, we are not
suggesting a long position at the current levels. However, during a bull phase, almost all coins go
through their own bull trends.
Therefore, if the price sustains above £0.3550 for a few hours, traders may consider initiating long
positions with an initial stop-loss below £0.25. The stops may be trailed higher as the price moves
northward.
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LITECOIN - LTC/GBP

Litecoin also fell near our projected level of £115 on February 23 and 28. The bears could not capitalise on this fall and extend the decline to £90, which suggests that selling pressure reduces at
lower levels.
The bulls have currently pushed the price back above the 50-day SMA but they are likely to face
stiff resistance near the 20-day EMA and again at £137.
The downsloping 20-day EMA and the RSI just below the midpoint indicate a minor advantage to
the bears.
If the price turns down from the current level or the overhead resistance and breaks below £110, the
correction may deepen to £90.
This bearish view will invalidate if the price breaks out and sustains above the £137 overhead resistance. Such a move will suggest the possibility of a rally to £160 and then to £176.37.
We do not find any reliable buy setups at the current levels, hence we are not recommending any
fresh long positions.
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

Our assumption in Binance Coin also turned out to be correct as the altcoin dropped to the 20-day
EMA on February 28 as we had highlighted in the previous analysis.
Both moving averages are sloping up and the RSI is above 61, which suggests that bulls are in control. If they can build on the March 1 rebound and propel the price above £200, the BNB/GBP pair
may again rally to the all-time high at £249.
On the other hand, if the price turns down from the current levels or the overhead resistance, the
pair may remain range-bound for a few days. The trend will favor the bears if the price can break
the £130 support.
Although the trend is bullish, strong rallies are usually followed by a period of consolidation. We
anticipate the pair to trade in a range for a few days before starting the next trending move.
Therefore, we are not proposing a trade in it.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Grayscale Is Considering 23 New Crypto Assets, Especially DeFi Coins, for
Offering

Grayscale Investments, the world’s largest asset manager with more than $39 billion in assets under
management (AUM), has announced that it is considering several new digital assets for potential
new product offerings.
The firm offers its investment products to institutions and individual accredited investors. Chief
executive officer Michael Sonnenshein said,

“We’re eager to expand our product offerings to better serve our investors.”
“The digital currency universe is constantly evolving, and we seek to identify bold, interesting, and
innovative opportunities that satisfy our investors’ demand for differentiated exposure to this burgeoning asset class.”
Currently, the firm offers exposure to a limited number of crypto assets, viz. Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum
(ETH), Stellar Lumens (XLM), Zcash (ZEC), Litecoin (LTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Ethereum Classic (ETC),
and Horizen (ZEN).
Read more...
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Major Dubai crypto fund to sell $750M worth of BTC to buy Cardano and
Polkadot

FD7 Ventures, a Dubai-based crypto investment fund with $1 billion under management, has
announced plans to sell off $750 million worth of their Bitcoin holdings in the next month. The
proceeds from the sell-off will be used to purchase Cardano and Polkadot, as the fund’s managing
director says he believes ADA, DOT, and ETH will be the foundation of Web 3.0.

Cardano and Polkadot get backing from a major crypto fund
The crypto industry has been ripe with news of major financial institutions and enterprises acquiring
huge amounts of Bitcoin. From Jack Dorsey’s Square leading the pack with its massive BTC purchases last year and PayPal’s and Visa’s crypto payment functionality to MicroStrategy’s and Tesla’s
billion-dollar acquisitions—there seems to be a corporate race to accumulate Bitcoin.
However, a major cryptocurrency fund in Dubai has decided to go a different route and sell-off most
of its Bitcoin holdings. FD7, a global crypto investment fund with $1 billion in assets under management (AUM), announced that it plans on selling $750 million of its BTC holdings in the next month.
Read more...
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Twitter Pulls a MicroStrategy, Announces $1.4 Billion Convertible Notes Offering

Jack Dorsey is taking a page out of Bitcoin bull Michael Saylor’s book and raising $1.25 billion by
offering convertible senior notes.
The notes will be due in 2026, with initial purchases having a 13-day option to buy up to an additional $187.5 million to cover any over-allotments if any. They will be convertible into cash, Twitter
common stock, or a combination at Twitter’s election.
The social media giant will be announcing the interest rate, institutional conversion rate, and other
terms at the time of pricing.
While Saylor’s MicroStrategy used the proceeds from the two rounds of debt issuance to buy
Bitcoin, it hasn’t been revealed what Dorsey will be doing with the total of approximately $1.43 billion raising funds.
But it didn’t stop Crypto Twitter (CT) from speculating that Twitter may be joining Square, Tesla, and
MicroStrategy.
“Given the recent treasury strategy of Microstrategy, could Jack be planning to put bitcoin on
Twitter’s balance sheet?” tweeted Anthony Pompliano, founder of hedge fund Morgan Creek Digital.
In reaction, Bitcoin price jumped above $48,000 after falling to about $43,100 on Sunday.
Read more...
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Visa: 25% of Latin Americans Want to Pay With Cryptocurrencies

COVID-19 changed everything, even the way people view crypto. Now, one out of four Latin
Americans wants to pay with digital assets.
Many Latin American users expect to use cryptocurrency for payments.
Cryptocurrency is increasingly popular in South American countries.
Latin Americans want cryptocurrencies, and not just as hedges for inflation or savings. They want
to be able to spend them, too.
A recent Visa survey shared with Brazilian media revealed that 25% of all credit card users in Latin
America would like to experiment with cryptocurrencies if payment processors gave them the
opportunity to do so.
The third Visa COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment survey sought to assess consumer trends during the
lockdown. The survey data revealed that 78% of consumers expect to use new payment technologies in the future—including cryptocurrencies.
The majority of users (58%) expect to make payments through social networks (like WhatsApp Pay
or WeChat Pay). Many (42%) also expect biometric payments—transactions authenticated via fingerprints, retinas, or facial recognition.
Read more...
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DOGE is now supported at 1,800 ATMs in 45 US states

U.S. citizens can now purchase Dogecoin from ATMs in 45 of the country’s 50 states.
Famous meme crypto Dogecoin (DOGE) can now be accessed through 1,800 ATMs across the
United States.
Leading Bitcoin ATM provider Coinflip announced the support for Dogecoin on Mar. 1, with the company’s CEO and co-founder, Daniel Polotsky, attributing the move to DOGE’s recent “popularity and
recent mass adoption.”
On Feb. 4th, the cryptocurrency’s price rose 25% within minutes after Tesla and SpaceX founder
Elon Musk posted a rocket going to the moon and adding “Doge” in the comments.
Two days later, the world’s second-richest man continued his Doge shill, posting a survey that asked
if Dogecoin will be the earth’s future currency — to which 71.3% of the 2.4 million respondents said
yes.
NBA Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban joined the conversation on Feb. 8, telling Forbes that the
attention the meme coin is receiving is “not a bad look” for the industry.
“[DOGE] gives you a better chance of winning than a lottery ticket all while teaching the economics
of supply and demand and introducing people to crypto asserts,” said Cuban. “I truly love it as the
lowest cost economics teaching tool available that entertains at the same time.”
Read more...
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Alibaba’s Fintech Giant Ant Group Joins China’s Push To Launch Digital Yuan

MYbank, a subsidiary of Alibaba’s payment giant Ant Group, is reportedly now aiding China in its
effort to develop a digital yuan.
According to a CNBC report, the online bank backed by Ant has joined China’s digital yuan testing
program which seeks to develop the country’s electronic currency.
WeBank, which is backed by Chinese tech giant Tencent, is also joining China’s push to be the first
major nation to successfully roll out its digital currency.
A spokesperson for MYbank says that the bank aims to “advance the trial pursuant to the overall
arrangement of the People’s Bank of China (PBOC).”
In addition, CNBC reports that the services of MYbank and WeBank will soon be added to the central bank’s official digital yuan app. The e-wallets of MYbank and WeBank will reportedly offer the
same functionalities as those from six state-owned lenders which are also participating in the pilot
program.
The world’s second-largest economy has been working on the concept of a digital yuan since 2014
in an effort to enable instant payments and bring its economy into the digital age.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Miners Saw Record $1.36B Revenue in February

Bitcoin miners broke a more-than-three-year-old record in February, generating $1.36 billion in revenue, up 21% from January, according to on-chain data from Coin Metrics analyzed by CoinDesk.
The previous revenue record of $1.25 billion was set in December 2017 during the peak of the cryptocurrency’s previous bull market. Last month’s surge in revenue came as bitcoin (BTC, +5.57%)‘s
price climbed during the month from $33,000 to a new all-time high of just above $58,000 before
dropping sharply to $43,000 in the last week.
Measured by per terahash per second (TH/s), miner revenues bounced between $0.23 and $0.38
through February, ending the month near $0.30, per data from Luxor Technologies.
Network fees brought in $186 million in February, or 13.7% of total revenue, a significant percentage
increase from the 10.3% of revenue represented by fees last month. Fee revenue hit its highest mark
since January 2018, per Coin Metrics data.
Notably, fees as a percentage of total revenue continues a strong upward trend since April, prior
to the network’s third-ever block subsidy halving in May. Increases in fee revenue are important to
sustain the network’s security as the subsidy decreases every four years.
Read more...
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Shark Tank’s Kevin O’Leary Reverses Stance on Bitcoin, Says Crypto Is Here
to Stay, Invests 3% of His Portfolio

Shark Tank star Kevin O’Leary, aka Mr. Wonderful, has begun investing in bitcoin. Having previously called the cryptocurrency “garbage,” he has now changed his mind and believes that cryptocurrencies are here to stay. He is also getting used to the volatility of bitcoin and believes that
institutional investors are willing to hold through price fluctuations.

Kevin O’Leary Now a Bitcoin Believer
Canadian investor and television personality Kevin O’Leary has changed his mind about bitcoin.
He previously called the cryptocurrency “garbage” and a “giant nothing burger,” but now he has
invested in bitcoin and thinks that it is no longer a fad.

“I actually think that digital currencies are here to stay,” he said in an interview with CNBC last week.
“Most people that are willing to hold them, including institutions over the last 90 days, are willing to
deal with the volatility.” O’Leary elaborated:
I am fascinated. I’m investing. I’m holding a 3% weighting in it between ethereum and bitcoin. The
volatility sickens me but I’m getting used to it.

“And, finally, I’m starting to think about how do I invest in the infrastructure of mining bitcoin,” Mr.
Wonderful added.
Read more...
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Goldman Sachs to Reopen Bitcoin Futures Trading after Three-Year Pause

Goldman Sachs has resumed its crypto trading desk after three years of its launch and once again
plans to support Bitcoin futures trading, a person familiar with the sources has said. The crypto service offered by Goldman Sachs is said to resume in mid-March this month.
The New York-based bank originally announced plans for a cryptocurrency trading desk in 2018 but
then quietly shelved them because of Bitcoin’s price plunge witnessed that year.
The news is highly important since it reflects how big names on Wall Street are turning to view
crypto-assets as part of their daily operations.
The crypto desk, which will be part of Goldman’s US Global Market division, forms a wider push
into digital assets that may see the bank offering contracts for other crypto-assets like Ether (ETH)
in addition to offering Bitcoin.
As part of this initiative, Goldman Sachs is examining the potential for a Bitcoin exchange-traded
fund and digital asset custody, the person familiar with the matter stated.
The trading desk comes at a time when rising interest from institutions on Bitcoin gains momentum
as the crypto price increased more than 470% over the previous year. Investors and some firms see
the leading cryptocurrency as a hedge against inflation as central banks and government turn on
fiscal stimulus packages.
Read more...
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Fidelity Director: Bitcoin Has ‘Unique Advantage’ Over Gold

A director at Fidelity thinks that Bitcoin is like digital gold.
But he thinks it has one distinct advantage to the yellow metal.
As Bitcoin goes mainstream, joining the ranks of its supporters is Jurrien Timmer, the director of
Global Macro at Fidelity, a large financial services company that controls more than $3.3 trillion. And
Bitcoin has a “unique advantage over gold,” he said.
Timmer last month published a note in which he suggested that it’s a good idea for portfolio managers to consider Bitcoin as a replacement for gold or bonds.

“Some investors may wish to consider bitcoin, alongside other alternatives, as one component of
the bond side of a 60/40 stock/bond portfolio,” he wrote.
Timmer recited the features that give Bitcoin its value: its scarcity, its declining supply-growth curve,
its reputation and its adherence to Metcalfe’s Law—which holds that a network’s value increases
faster as the number of users rises.
Read more...
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A BREAKTHROUGH IN THE WORLD OF
CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING
PLATFORMS

A Cryptocurrency Trading Platform that stands out offering unique but insightful solutions for traders and investors is explored in today’s article. Times have evolved now that everyone can access
financial services rather than a few privileged ones. It has prompted companies like QoinIQ to create
an efficient and powerful crypto trading platform that allows all the traders, investors, and financial
actors to benefit from the opportunities available in the current crypto-economy/network.
QoinIQ offers the highly innovative QuinSuit platform to its users. Read on to learn more about

the QoinIQ cryptocurrency investing and trading platform. Also, find out how QoinIQ is
a breakthrough in the world of cryptocurrency trading platforms.

QOINSUIT-WHAT IS IT?
QoinIQ is a team of highly experienced finance professionals who have an in-depth understanding
of the crypto market. The company performed extensive market research & analysis only to find out
that many trading platforms lacked the tools and features required for trading efficiently and effortlessly. That triggered the idea of creating and launching the highly innovative QoinSuit cryptocurrency trading platform.
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In essence, the QoinSuit platform offers an unmatched suite of crypto trading services for every
financial actor by bringing and making them accessible via a single trading tool. It is this approach
that has allowed QoinIQ to offer unparalleled execution efficiency.

CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING PLATFORM – HOW QOINSUIT PLATFORM
IS HELPFUL?
The cryptocurrency investing market witnessed a bull run, which lasted until Jan 2018. However,
later both experienced and inexperienced traders, as well as investors, were left surprised as the
market went through deep and violent corrections. Due to the lack of efficient money management,
many investors, as well as funds that held digital assets, witnessed significant impairments.
Given the scenario, QoinIQ resolved to launch a unique platform packed with features, which were
not being offered by any other cryptocurrency trading platforms. QoinIQ’s highly innovative QoinSuit
cryptocurrency investing & trading platform provides a host of features including, decentralized
order management and market overviews, among others. The platform has been crafted with the
sole aim of facilitating digital currency trading activities between market participants.

FEATURES OF THE QOINSUIT PLATFORM
QoinSuit offers a host of features that allow cryptocurrency traders to simplify their processes and
access trading tools for effective risk management. The platform provides the following innovative
features:
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Decentralized order management
QoinSuit’s decentralized order management functionality resides within its secure servers. It allows
traders to operate on complete autonomy through managing orders that are different from those
being provided by any other exchange, thereby establishing fresh standards of IT and security
excellence.

Multi-book trading
With multi-book crypto trading functionality, traders can choose what data they want to be displayed
and what financial vehicles they wish to negotiate. As a result, traders can benefit from mispricing
within the same cryptocurrency among different cryptocurrency trading exchanges. With multi-book
trading, traders can also exercise complete control over order management on futures, spot cryptocurrencies, options simultaneously.

High-frequency trading
QoinSuit also introduces a unique scalper book, a tool created for traders and investors that offers
high operational capacity. The scalper book will feature APIs for supporting smooth interfacing with
3rd party programs for high-frequency crypto trading.

Margin Trading
QoinSuit also allows traders to take advantage of margin trading, as well as manage short-selling
activities in case their preferred exchange supports it.

Simultaneous Market Overviews
Another huge benefit of the QoinSuit platform is that it allows users to switch screens or open more
than one window in just one display. It further enables traders to operate in different cryptocurrencies simultaneously. Traders can access a horizontal book to acquire personalized overviews of the
cryptocurrencies available in all exchanges.

Extended conditional orders
This feature allows traders to manage their orders by introducing distinctive conditions. It also assists
traders to execute crypto trading strategies which without the QoinSuit platform may not have been
possible. Traders can are also able to manage all their orders, such as stop loss or take profit or
even trailing stop, directly from their order books but with different parameters, compared to what
is available in the crypto marketplace. For instance, in just one click, traders can enter into as many
as three orders at once in different market conditions which ordinarily is not possible. Apart from
this, QoinSuit also makes it possible to manage their conditional trade orders separately, designing
real crypto trading strategies. Using this strategy, traders can safeguard their positions profits even
when they are away from their terminals.
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Multi-Exchange
While other Multi-exchange trading platforms do not offer scope for short sales, even when the
preferred exchange allows it, traders don’t get to manage their portfolios on margin. This particular
aspect has been highly prioritized in the design & development of the QoinSuit, multi-exchange
platform. Nowadays many people own more than one exchange, for various reasons because not
all cryptocurrencies are found only on one exchange, or not all offer low commissions or not all
exchanges have advanced systems for trading and QoinSuit platform helps the trader to manage the
various exchanges from a single platform.

Compare Price in Real-time
When it comes to cryptocurrency investing and trading, finding the ideal moment for placing an
order is what traders need to earn attractive profits. With QoinSuit’s market scan feature, traders can
quickly analyze and monitor trends and compare real-time prices for different cryptocurrencies. It
further allows them to trade when prices are attractive and even exploit opportunities for arbitrage
between exchanges.

Graphic Tool
The graphic tool is easy to customize and offers several tools or indicators for technical analysis. The
graphic tool also provides access to multiple tools such as Bollinger Bands, Fibonacci retracements,
Elliot tools, RSI, time zones, MACD, Aroon oscillator, etc.

Portfolio Window
The portfolio window feature, on the other hand, displays all the orders that you have executed, realtime profit & loss, quantity, price, etc. It also displays the wallet type used. Additionally, traders can
enter the conditional orders directly through the portfolio window using the “Adv order” functionality.
Apart from this, the conditional orders being individually entered are displayed separately through
the same functionality. Traders can also use the portfolio window to place their partial orders and for
monitoring their existing position size continuously.

Toolbar
QoinSuit also offers a toolbar (on the screen top) that features icons for fast access to crucial features
such as portfolio, watchlist, orders, open desktop configuration previously saved, save new configurations, and alter personal settings, as well as log out.
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With QoinSuit, things are different. QoinSuit has considered this particular aspect, enabling traders
to manage their positions. QoinSuit has introduced its all-new trading book that includes certain features that allow traders to not only enter into conditional orders like take profit, stop loss and trailing
stop, but also acquire the right perception about their gain or loss. Using QoinSuit’s trading book,
traders can set the price parameter and the profit/loss percentage on their preferred currency.
Thus, traders can use the cryptocurrency investing & trading platform to launch their orders directly
through the books and set conditional orders simultaneously. They can also place their conditional
orders via adv order on the portfolio window. Orders placed via QoinSuit are sent by QoinIQ’s server
to the trader’s connected exchange. Traders looking to place their orders can choose the account
and exchange, which they intend to engage with, directly through the book. The platform shall manage all their orders simultaneously on different crypto exchanges.

QOINSUIT’S BREAKTHROUGH CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING PLATFORM –
CONCLUSION
Unlike other cryptocurrency trading platforms, QoinSuit functions as the decentralized and multiexchange platform that offers tools and features to facilitate traders to manage their orders better
and earn profits. Given that the crypto market witnesses strong market ups and downs and speculators exploit the customer orders to cause market movements, Qoinsuit has created a technologically
advanced infrastructure that helps traders manage their orders.
To sum up, QoinIQ has managed to build a unique platform in the shape of QoinSuit that not only
helps traders to simplify their trading but maximize their gains while minimizing their losses. QoinIQ
looks forward to expanding as well as deploying its vast and potent ecosystem through continuous
innovation and by adding features that provide traders with the best crypto trading experience.
In addition to the above, QoinIQ also plans to add several other elements and capabilities to its
QoinSuit platform. QoinIQ will also enhance the look and feel of the platform. The company also
intends to develop a responsive layout to ensure that the platform is easy to access through other
devices, such as mobile, tablets, etc.
Token Sale Via Token event will start on May 1st 2021 more info to follow.
Thus, there is no denying the fact that QoinIQ’s QoinSuit platform is one of the most revolutionary
multi-exchange decentralized order management platforms that enhances a trader’s trading efficiency to a large extent. From managing their orders to executing trade orders in different digital
currencies on more than one exchange, QoinSuit offers unrivaled execution efficiency that offers a
superior trading experience. With QoinSuit, QoinIQ aims to create a platform that will soon become
the go-to place or reference for cryptocurrency trading. The company aims to expand its potential
and respond to all the requirements of the rapidly developing innovative cryptocurrency market. So,
if you are searching for the best cryptocurrency trading platform that allows you to manage multiple
trade orders on the same window/display! With its rich features and capabilities, the platform can
help you trade profitably and with minimal effort.
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BITCOIN VS GOLD THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION:
ZETA HEDGED COIN?

This article will highlight the current debate over Bitcoin VS Gold for investors and traders. Bitcoin
undoubtedly is an excellent investment option today. But it is always best to compare the crypto
with a time-proven investment such as Gold. Both Bitcoin and Gold offer many benefits to investors,
notwithstanding the fact gold continues to remain the foundation of money as we know it today.
Read on to find out more about Bitcoin vs Gold and learn more about the Zeta Hedged Coin
Solution.

IS BITCOIN A BETTER INVESTMENT THAN GOLD?
Bitcoin, in essence, is a blockchain-based digital or virtual currency, which has some characteristics
common to gold. In reality, many have labelled bitcoin as the digital gold in the history of cryptocurrency as it is connected with other financial assets, in particular, stock.
In 2017, crypto traders witnessed massive growth in the value of bitcoin when its price exceeded
the value of gold. It was the first of the occasions when the price of a singular bitcoin surpassed that
of gold. In the past few days, Bitcoin’s market price has exceeded US$50,000/ BTC several times.
Do such price surges make Bitcoin a better investment than gold? More importantly, should traders
consider investing in virtual currency or a combination of thereof?
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Well gold, as we all know, will never be replaced by Bitcoin or
any other cryptocurrency. Similarly, even cryptos are irreplaceable by gold. Both Bitcoin and gold will co-exist as two different
investment alternatives.
While gold is regarded as the foundation of money and is highly
ubiquitous today, it also holds cultural significance in many
countries globally. Gold was also once the standard for printing
money (the gold standard) and now stands as a store of value/
security and a hedge against inflation.
On the other hand, investing in Bitcoin can be compared to
moving from the ‘horse and cart’ to a ‘motor vehicle’ in the
industrial revolution era.
Hence, the main hurdles for cryptocurrency to become more
widely or globally acceptable (apart from the access to technology) are the issues of power, politics, banking, and general
control of the old establishment.
However, this will change over time, as has been the case with
the adoption of the Internet, email, smart phones, etc. Today,
millions of investors around the globe engage in cryptocurrency
investing to earn huge profits.

GOLD AS AN INVESTMENT
Compared to every other investment strategy, for long, medium,
as well as short-term investment, Gold undoubtedly is a valuable commodity for investors, in terms of holding, storing and
particularly in its pricing behaviour, which is far more stable
during uncertain times, resulting in consistent demand for gold
over centuries.

BITCOIN AS AN INVESTMENT
Bitcoin has evolved over the past 10 years as an extremely
sought after investment for its unequalled storage of value attributes, particularly in light of its enormous growth since its launch
2009. Bitcoin and its second ranking competitor Ethereum have
reached market cap of US$900 Billion and prices of US$50,000
and US$1,800 respectively, doubling in value just over the past
3 months.
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Both Bitcoin and Ethereum have become a viable choice as far as cryptocurrency investments are
concerned. The Greyscale Ethereum and Bitcoin trusts offer a safe investment platform albeit with
the enormous premium charged. Zeta Hedged Coin in contrast offers Ethereum and Bitcoin in combination with a high yield segment of gold properties with an enormous hedge component.

2021 INVESTMENT SCENARIOS
Crypto Currencies as well as Gold will continue to co-exist throughout the next decade as solid
diversification asset classes. Products offering a combination thereof clearly offer a far more solid
investment structure in uncertain times.

HOW ZETA COIN ACHIEVED A UNIQUE SOLUTION?
The Zeta Hedged Coin (“ZHC”) answers this major question of Bitcoin vs Gold with a hybrid concept
which grants investors a unique opportunity to participate in the exciting Cryptocurrency space,
whilst at the same time having their investments backed by gold reserves in the ground, significantly
adding value and stability to the coin. Zeta Group Holdings Limited has been working with a team
of geologists for a number of years, exploring and discovering new and unexploited Gold Bearing
Channels, such as the Cardinal Channel, in geopolitically stable regions such as British Columbia,
Canada.
The full potential of gold properties will be ascertained during the 2021 ‘Mining Season’, confirming a substantial amount of reserves along the gold bearing channel, expected to add in excess of
500,000 oz Gold backing to ZHC circulating supply. The smart contract on which ZHC is based holds
the circulating supply of coins significantly lower than the value of the underlying gold reserves.
These gold reserves combined with the expected growth in Bitcoin and Ethereum form the backbone of the coin granting investors a significant asset backing with very limited downside, and at
the same time a potentially exponential upside. The proprietary Hybrid structure embedded in the
ZHC-ERC20 smart contract provides a rock-solid hedged structure for astute investors joining ZHC
on the path to success.
An interesting fact is that an ounce of gold a hundred years ago (in 1921) was equal to a US$20 bill
(the gold price was US$20.58 oz). Today the purchasing power of the US$20 bill is equivalent to
c.US$1, while an oz of gold is worth c.US $1,800.
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CONCLUSION
Given the above scenario, there is no denying that Gold today serves as a safe-haven for investors.
On the other hand, Bitcoin, introduced around ten years ago, has become more mainstream in the
last couple of years. Both Bitcoin and gold are limited commodities. Additionally, Gold’s assaying, as
well as regulation safeguards it against theft or counterfeiting. Similarly, Bitcoin cannot be corrupted
owing to its decentralized, cryptographic system, as well as complex algorithms.
As a result, more and more investors have become interested in cryptocurrency investing. Thus,
investors looking to invest in a cryptocurrency backed by gold reserves can easily opt for the Zeta
Hedged Coin (“ZHC”) to ensure the safety of their funds.
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